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1 Introduction and aim

Automatic detection is a very important task in several com-
puter vision and image understanding applications. Nowadays,
with the widespread availability of affordable digital imaging de-
vices and the presence of high capacity personal computers, sig-
nificance of digital image processing is increasing substantially.
As the amount of digital data is huge and manual administra-
tion and operation is unmanageable, automatic processing tech-
niques are continuously improved to solve complex challenges in
various fields of interest, like video surveillance, change detec-
tion, medical image analysis, force protection and defense appli-
cations, urban area extraction and building detection in aerial
images.

As the large variety of applications shows, there is a wide
range of tasks to be resolved: different fields have separate
concepts and methodology, therefore context-sensitive solutions
should be developed to satisfy the special conditions, cope with
the altering challenges and reach the exact goals. The aim of
this dissertation is to present contributions in three main tasks
of automatic detection. Although these tasks are related to
each other, and the given contributions of different tasks can
be fused to be applied for complex solutions, these tasks should
be handled separately. The given solutions can all be labeled
as techniques for object featuring, but the distinct aims and
applications (like extraction, tracking, change detection) need
different tools and developments. This thesis concentrates on
three selected tasks from object featuring.

Task 1 is giving a low dimensional feature descriptor by ex-
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ploiting local structure information around feature points. In
this task, the usability of the local shape representation is in-
vestigated, where an image series or video is given with a fixed
camera position either remaining static or rotating during scan-
ning. Local properties are extracted by generating active con-
tour in the small proximity of the feature point, which is then
represented by low dimensional Fourier descriptors. The goal is
to match feature points through this descriptor set for further
post-processing (tracking, classification and change detection).

Task 2 concentrates on the detection accuracy improvement
of parametric active contour algorithms for high curvature, noisy
boundaries and giving an automatic initialization technique on
single object images. This involves the analysis of the behavior
of existing parametric active contour methods and the develop-
ment of a new feature map which is able to emphasize complex
boundary parts and support initialization by defining feature
points simultaneously. Moreover, the proposed feature map and
point set is adapted successfully for other change detection and
multi-object detection applications in registered aerial and med-
ical image series as well.

In Task 3, the aim is detecting built-in areas and building
outlines in single airborne images by introducing orientation of
the close proximity of the feature points as a novel feature. This
task involves the comparison of different feature point detectors
for built-in area detection, the statistical analysis of extracted
orientation feature to define main directions of the urban area,
and a building detection process applying the given directions
for extracting the accurate shape of the buildings without any
restrictions (like shape template).
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2 Methods used in the experiments

The majority of my work is connected to shape analysis with
Active Contour method. This approach is energy minimization,
driven by different forces, representing the characteristics of the
deformable curve and the image as well:

E =

∫ 1

0

1

2
(α |x’(s)|2 + β |x”(s)|2) + Eext(x(s))ds, (1)

where α and β are weighting parameters for the elasticity and
rigidity components of the internal energy; x’(s) and x”(s) are
the first and second order derivatives with respect to s. In my
work, I concentrated on the improvement of Eext, the external
energy, derived from the image.

Contributions of the thesis are presented in low-level shape
description with Fourier methods, efficient feature point detec-
tion and feature extraction, edge detection by shearlets (wavelets)
combined with mathematical toolkits: classification and graph
theory.

Images used for evaluation in the thesis are partially com-
ing from publicly available image datasets (Brodatz, Weizmann
dataset). In Task 1 I also used a video set taken by an outdoor
surveillance camera of a city police central. Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (MRI) scans used in Task 2 were provided by
Péter Barsi, MR Research Center, Semmelweis University. Air-
borne images used in the evaluations in the different tasks were
bought from the Hungarian Institute of Geodesy, Cartography
and Remote Sensing (FÖMI).
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The software design and implementation was performed in
Matlab environment. The thesis and my corresponding publi-
cations were written in LATEX.
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3 New scientific results

1. Thesis: I have proposed a novel, active contour-based de-
scriptor set for characterizing the neighborhood for scale-invariant
feature points. I have experimentally shown that local contour
generated around a feature point efficiently represents the main
characteristics of the local neighborhood and the local contour
descriptor, retrieved as a low dimensional interpretation of the
local contour, is an efficient compressed descriptors which can
be adapted for computer vision tasks (e.g. tracking, classification
and change detection).

Related publications: [4],[6], [7], [12], [14].
Describing local patches to register image feature points (key-

points) is an important task for many applications in computer
vision. When searching for an efficient descriptor, the task is
twofold: features must describe the characteristic patches at a
high efficiency, while the dimensionality should be kept at a
manageable low value.

By investigating the potential applicability of methods in
which some formal meaning of the local properties is represented
at a reduced dimension, I have found that active contours gener-
ated around keypoints (called local contours) can be applied for
designing an efficient descriptor set for comparing image regions.
However, as the dimensionality of contour descriptor was high, I
have introduced a feature set with reduced dimension, by char-
acterizing the contour with Fourier descriptors and keeping the
main coefficients. I have shown that the novel, low dimensional
descriptor set can be efficiently adapted for different computer
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Local contour results on different frames for a coherent
point: The contour represents the local structure and preserves
the main characteristics, which can be adapted for point match-
ing [Thesis 1].

vision tasks. Point matching is performed by using a distance
metric for the comparison of introduced descriptors. For texture
classification, I have introduced dynamic radius by investigat-
ing the variance of Fourier coefficients, to find the optimal size
of point surroundings where the local contour has to be calcu-
lated. For change detection, I have presented an application to
detect structural changes between registered aerial image pairs
based on local contour descriptors. Test results confirmed that
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Improved feature map for parametric VFC method.
Automatic initial contour and the detection results of the orig-
inal and the improved method [Thesis 2].

local contour descriptors can be comparable features against
compressed descriptors, while the meaningful interpretation can
help to design better keypoint descriptors.

2. Thesis: I have introduced a novel feature map and experi-
mentally confirmed that it can be applied efficiently in the energy
term of parametric active contour methods for detecting noisy
and high curvature object contours. The introduced method is
based on my proposed modification of the traditional Harris de-
tector’s characteristic function.

Related publications: [1], [2], [3], [5], [8], [9], [10], [12], [15].
Deformable active contour (snake) models are efficient tools

for object boundary detection. Existing alterations of paramet-
ric models have reduced sensitivity to noise, parameters and ini-
tial location, but high curvatures and noisy, weakly contrasted
boundaries cause difficulties for them.

To address the limitation of initialization and curvature sen-
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sitivity, I have investigated the energy minimization process of
the active contour theory and introduced a novel feature map
for Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) and Vector Field Convolution
(VFC) methods applied in the external energy part of the en-
ergy function (Eq. 1). The proposed modification is based on
the Harris detector’s characteristic function and it is able to
emphasize high and low curvatures steadily. The experimental
results confirmed that the proposed methods outperforms pre-
vious active contour models and detects high curvatures more
accurately.

2.1. I have shown that the feature points of the
introduced map can be applied for accurate object
localization and initialization of iterative contour
detection. I have improved the method given in the
thesis, to handle multiple objects simultaneously by
separating point sets representing different objects,
adapting the method for multi-target tracking.

Curve initialization is a challenging task, existing represen-
tations either take shape information into account or extract
the focus area to define the region of interest, but in case of
the detection of randomly shaped objects, the initial outline is
usually defined with human interaction.

I have used local maxima of the introduced feature map as
feature points and generated the convex hull of the point set to
initialize a starting curve around the object. I have extended the
introduced method to handle multiple objects simultaneously,
by separating the feature point using graph methodology.

Tests, aiming to localize small objects in noisy background,
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showed that the given technique can successfully reach the re-
quired goals.

2.2. By combining the feature map with the local
contour descriptors, introduced in Thesis 1, I have
given a model for detecting structural changes in
image pairs scanned with long time difference. I
have tested the introduced method on single chan-
nel brain MRI image pairs for detecting appearing
malignant lesions.

Change detection is a crucial step for monitoring applica-
tions, where the changes may refer to important actions. The
challenge resides in the altering image characteristics, which
makes registration and detection more difficult.

I have given an automatic structural change detection method
for long time-span image pairs, using the introduced feature
map for robust difference image calculation. The local maxima
of the difference image are change keypoint candidates and local
contour descriptors are generated in their surroundings to mea-
sure the change rate and separate misregistration errors and real
changes.

The method has been tested on single channel brain MRI
image pairs to focus the radiologist’s attention to appearing ma-
lignant lesions. Comparison of the introduced method with pre-
vious lesion detections on artificial and real images, confirmed
the advantages of the proposed model.
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Figure 3: Orientation sensitive urban area extraction with the
proposed feature point set. Upper left: Original image; Upper
right: Extracted feature point set; Lower left: Detected urban
area applying the non-oriented process [28]; Lower right: De-
tected urban area applying the improved, orientation sensitive
process [Thesis 2.3, 3.1].

2.3. Based on the analysis of many airborne images,
I have revealed that the proposed feature point set
represents built-in areas more precisely, than other
point sets extracted by existing feature and corner
point detector methods.
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Automatic detection of urban areas in optical aerial images
means a great support in a wide range of applications, like ur-
ban development analysis, map updating, disaster management.
I have applied the introduced feature point set for representing
urban areas. I have built a probability map based on this point
set and performed a decision-making step to identify urban ar-
eas. In the experimental part, I have demonstrated that the
introduced feature point set enhances the detection accuracy
versus other interest point detectors.

3. Thesis: I have shown that orientation is an efficient fea-
ture for urban area characterization in airborne images. I have
developed novel, orientation sensitive models for enhancing the
localization of built-in areas and detection of building contours
without shape templates, by estimating the main directions of
the area surrounding feature points.

Related publications: [3], [11], [13].

3.1. I have developed an orientation sensitive model,
by improving the method used in Thesis 2.3. with
inserting the orientation of feature point surround-
ings. By applying the improved model for different
feature point extraction methods, I have revealed
that using orientation as a feature enhance the ac-
curacy of built-in area detection. I have experi-
mentally shown that the improved model applying
the feature point set introduced in Thesis 2.1. com-
bined with the novel feature outperforms previous
techniques.
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Orientation has an important role when detecting residential
areas. Orientation information of feature points is calculated
based on the edges of the local neighborhood. I have shown that,
inserting this information into the previously used probability
model and introducing a novel orientation-sensitive voting map
system, increases the accuracy of urban area detection.

Experiments showed that orientation-sensitivity is an effi-
ciently adaptable feature and improves the performance of mul-
tiple feature point detector. Tests have also confirmed that the
feature point set introduced in Thesis 2.1. fused with the orien-
tation feature obtains the highest detection accuracy compared
to previously used point detectors both using and missing ori-
entation information.

3.2. I have given a novel, orientation sensitive model
for detecting object contours without shape tem-
plates in airborne images. I have shown that by
building a statistical model using the orientation
information extracted from the surrounding of fea-
ture points, the main directions, representing the
objects in the image, can be defined and more spe-
cific local features can be gained. I have exper-
imentally confirmed the benefits of the proposed
approach over previously used building detection
methods, either detecting purely location or using
shape templates.

A small urban area has buildings with connected orientation,
therefore this feature can also be efficient for building detection.
In most cases, houses are oriented according to some bigger
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structure (e. g. the road network), therefore orientation of such
structure should be analyzed and used for complex tasks.

I have given an orientation sensitive building detection model.
First, I have extracted the orientation information based on the
introduced feature point set. Then, main directions representing
an urban region are determined with bimodal Gaussian function
fitting based on the orientation distribution. Edges in the de-
fined directions are enhanced and for this issue, shearlet based
edge detection is used. By fusing point and edge information,
building candidates are initialized and active contour is applied
to detect accurate boundaries.

The proposed model have been compared to previously used
algorithm, giving either purely object location or adapting shape
templates (like rectangles). Experiments showed that besides
it’s technical advantages (no templates and accurate detect-
ing), the performance of the method is better than previous
approaches.

4 Application of the results

The introduced algorithms and methods can all be integrated in
complex systems for different computer vision tasks, like surveil-
lance and change detection, medical and airborne image analy-
sis, force protection and defense applications.

The selected tasks were corresponding to either ongoing re-
search projects or cooperation with other institutes.

The aim of project No. 76159 of the Hungarian Scientific Re-
search Fund (OTKA) is the analysis of structural information
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in the space of sensor networks, to measure and extract valu-
able information which can be used as a feature set for definite
problems, like detecting the important changes in a dynamic
scene.

OTKA project No. 80352 is about coherent attributes for
interpreting the visual world and its perception, by addressing
the fundamental problem of automatic extraction of visual in-
formation from raw sensory data, giving coherent models for
sensory understanding the visual world by investigating the hu-
man vision for solving special tasks like the analysis of medical
or aerial images.

The aim of the cooperation with MR Research Center, Sem-
melweis University was to give an automatic support for Multi-
ple Sclerosis lesion detection by focusing the radiologist’s atten-
tion with providing a list of hypothetical lesions, corresponding
to significant, but not anatomical changes.

Flying target detection and recognition is an important task
for defense applications. The goal of the Multi Sensor Data Fu-
sion Grid for Urban Situational Awareness (MEDUSA) project
of the European Defence Agency was to realize a multi-sensor
data fusion grid to improve situational awareness and Command
& Control in the context of force protection in the urban envi-
ronment. MEDUSA has also analyzed, developed and applied
algorithms that facilitate usage across a range of different types
of sensors, fusing the information obtained from them.
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